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Tuesday, November 24, 2020

Cross Move Lab Improv Jam 11/28

Company: Cross Move Lab
Location: NYC, NY

 

We invite you to join us for our free, weekly improv jam No Time Zone on Saturday! This week, we are happy to announce that Mario Gonzalez
will be the leader of our jam.

Mario Glez is a young man from Extremadura who started his education in dancing in 2008, initially in urban dance, progressively acquiring
knowledge in various of its components such as house dance, popping or locking, among others.

Soon afterwards he would decide to go further and take up a contemporary formation at the Centro Andaluz de Danza in Seville, something
that would lead him to a new form of interpreting movement, also base don what we had already learned as an urban dancer.

His interest in learning would take him travel and discover new cities such as London, Berlin or Stockholm, where he would share his passion
with like-minded people from different disciplines. This would widen his horizons and knowledge of the most emergent ways of expression. At
the same time, Mario has also been following his teaching vocation, working as a dance teacher and choreographer in schools such as
Pineapple (London), Sevilla Dance Center (Seville), Studio 68 (London), Danza180 (Madrid) appart rom eventual workshops in Europe.

He has collaborated as interpreter in several dance pieces
within shows such as ‘Ruum’ (Ruben Nsue)”Pez-esfinge”(Elias Aguirre), films such as ‘the Dictator’ (by Finchley Dreams), ‘Zindagy na milegi
donara’ (Bollywood) or videoclips like ‘Don’t Care’ (Shepherd). He has also shown his own creations like “Phase” (Hereford, Madrid, Sevilla..),
Club (9 performers), as well as several shows for events and choreographer for Oracle or the COCA-COLA tv spot.

Mario is currently based in Madrid where continues his development as a choreographer, dancer and teacher.

What:    No Time Zone, an improv jam
When:   Saturdays from 9:00-10:00AM EST (New York City morning time)
                                     (10:00-11:00PM Beijing Nighttime)
Where:  Zoom
Why:     To stay connected
*All levels welcomed*
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